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              How to select Books for UPSC Examinations This Year

               

              Selecting the Books for UPSC is not easy always as there are many books available on online stores as well as offline stores. Books for IAS or Books for UPSC can take on discounted rates from various online websites providing the Best Books for IAS and UPSC. Selecting the Books for UPSC Examinations is very complicated as there are lots of sellers and vendors are available in the market.

               

              Choose the right Books for UPSC Civil service examinations

               

              As we already know that the selection process of Books for UPSC is the one thing which is very tough and the aspirant is not very sure about the content of the Books available for UPSC Examinations or IAS Examinations. Every Seller is claiming himself as the best seller according to various sources and reports from media and other bodies. But the Books are getting qualities are there content as most of the books are very Nice and Up to date as the syllabus is updating frequently.

               

              Books for CSE should be chosen with respect to Syllabus

               

              Many authors and Publisher Publishes the books and they are not taking the Latest paper of UPSC Strategy as UPSC Has changed its complete Environment of Examinations and Questions. The Books for CSE should be written according to the Latest Syllabus which is available in the market.

               

              Points to be Remember while Purchasing Books for UPSC

              The Books for UPSC or IAS can only be taken smartly only if you know the complete UPSC Syllabus and What UPSC Ask in UPSC Examinations. The latest pattern and Up to date syllabus and Study material should be taken instead of getting older books from Friends and Family. Daily News Paper and Current affairs should be read and listen by aspirants which will help them to get rid out of various books which should be read for current affairs.
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                My Advice To The Future Aspirants Is To

                Have Targeted Approach, Work Hard

                With Dedication And Patience

                -   Patel Rajendrakumar Mahendrabhai, IAS Topper2015 (70th Rank)

              

               

               

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai: Hello, good morning Sir; good morning Ma’m; good morning Sirs.

              All : Good morning.

              Chairperson : Please be seated.

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai: Thank you Sir.

              Chairperson : So you are a dentist (hmm). Good. Then why do want to become an IAS ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : (I clarified that I wanted to give my interview in Hindi, though I had mentioned in the DAF Form the medium Gujarati. Chairperson granted my request).

              Sir, IAS gives me the platform where I can work for poor and needy people, I can work at grass-roots level and can give my best in the service of nation and society.

              Chairperson ; Being a doctor, you can also work for poor and needy people and thus serve the society. Can’t you ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai: Yes Sir, you are right, but being a dentist my field becomes narrow, e.g. only in health sector particularly in dental segment only and my working area also will be restricted. Being an IAS I can work in all the fields and in a larger area.

              Chairperson : OK, OK. You are working in Rajkot district, so tell me the main problem of Rajkot district.

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : Sir, water scarcity is.the major problem for Rajkot, both of drinking water and agriculture irrigation.

              Chairperson : So, if you are the D.M. of Rajkot, then what will you do for this problem ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : Sir, firstly I will focus on drinking water’ supply; wherever urgently needed I will supply through water tankers. ItT other areas, I will implement the’ government water supply scheme faster with personal interest, i.e. under Narmada Yojana pipeline programme. Thus I will ensure

              


               

              every person of my district that he will get safe drinking water at his doorstep regularly.

              For Irrigation I will take personal interest and get faster implementation of Narmada Yojana so that the farmers of my district can get water for irrigation as early as possible. At the same time, I would like to suggest them microirrigation technique to save, water.

              Chairperson ; OK, tell me the various types of irrigation.

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : Sir

              1)    Flood irrigation

              2)    Drip irrigation

              3)    Sprinkle irrigation.

              Chairperson : When will you use drip

              irrigation and sprinkle irrigation ?

               

               

              
                Nowadays, the nature

                of the questions asked

                has changed, hence the

                bookish knowledge is

                not enough. CSR covers

                all the aspects (in detail)

                of current affairs which

                help in all the sections

                of General Studies. So it

                is extremely helpful.

              

               

               

               

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : Sir, when there are small or medium-size crops in which plants are numerous and placed closely then I will use sprinkle irrigation and for medium to large-size crop in which plants are kept at .fixed distance, I will use drip irrigation.

              Chairperson : So, the farmers of your district are using this technique or not ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : Very few farmers are using this technique.

              Chairperson : Why ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : Though this technique saves water and is very useful for crops as well as soil, all farmers cannot use this technique for a few reasons :

              ★   High cost that requires huge investment

              ★     Special knowledge (technical)

              ★     High maintenance cost.

              So poor and illiterate farmers cannot use it properly.

              Chairperson : Which are the crops that are grown in your district ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : Cotton (mostly BT cotton), Groundnut, Wheat, Jawar, Castor, etc.

              Chairperson : OK (seems happy).

              Member 1 : OK, Mr. Rajendra Patel. It is said that China is using anti-India strategy By strings of pearls theory, by helping Pakistan, through silk routes, etc. So, what do you think India should do, counter China or co-operate with China ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai: Sir, I think the major problem with Indo-China relation is trust deficit. So I think that India should make efforts to reduce this trust deficit. India should co-operate with China, establish close relationship, avoid any misunderstanding, reducing conflict at borders. In my opinion, countering China should be the last option.

              Member 1 : OK, what are the major issues between India and Sri Lanka ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : Sir, after Eelam War, the rehabilitation of Tamils, devolution of powers to Tamil provinces, 13th Amendment are the major issues where India wants Sri Lanka to implement 13 th Amendment and give Tamil people more autonomy and scope for development.

              Another major issue between India and Sri Lanka is in relation to fishermen.

               

              The fishermen of both countries enter each other’s territory for more marine resources and are caught by both countries’ marine police. The conflict between marine police and fishermen has become a major issue between India and Sri Lanka.

              Member 1 : OK, nowadays in the media, there are some news regarding hundreds of migrants coming to Indonesia and Malaysia. What do you know about those migrants ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : Sir, I do not know in detail, but I think they are Rohingyas of Myanmar.

              Member 1 : Who are Rohingyas ? What are their problems ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : Sir, Rohingyas are Muslims (minority) of Myantnar who basically came from Bangladesh. So majority Buddhists of Myanmar did not give citizenship to them and still harass them. They do not get any right or facility provided by the’ government, so they are migrating to other countries.

              (Chairperson directed the other member to ask questions.)

              Member 2 (Lady)

              Mr. Rajendrakumar. You are from Gujarat and Gujarat is famous for co-operative movement. Do you know which is the major co-operative movement of Gujarat which became famous all over the world for which we can take pride ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : Yes Ma’m. It is AMUL Milk Co-operative movement.

              Member 2 : So why AMUL Cooperative movement became so successful ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai: Ma’m, first of all, the management of AMUL is divided into two parts. The policymaking and decision-making are done by elected representatives of farmers. So they can make decisions which are beneficial to farmers; then, the implementation and execution part is done by experts, so AMUL can compete in the market successfully. The profit mostly around 70%-80% is given to farmers. AMUL movement started in those areas where surplus milk could be easily available. These are few reasons that I think make AMUL so successful in the world.

              Member 2 : Which are the other sectors where co-operative movements have taken place ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : Fertiliser sector—IFFCO

              Banking Sector—District Co-operative Banks

              Sugar Sector, etc.

              Member 2 : OK, you have mentioned cricket as your hobby, right ? Then

               

              IPL-8 has been over just recently. In that IPL context, tell me the recent steps which have been taken to promote other games in India ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai: Yes Ma’m. From last year, some other games like badminton, hockey, football, kabaddi, etc. had also started League matches just like IPL formats.

              Member 2 : So, do you think that this initiative works for these games also ? Why ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : Yes Ma’m. Definitely. I am very confident about these league format games that will surely become popular. In this type of format, first of all city-base approach has been taken. So all the teams will be known after that city name that will attach people emotionally to that team. Secondly, this league format invites franchises to buy the team that will ensure commercialisation of these games that will ensure enough funds to promote games. Professionalism will be improved, proper advertisement and telecast can be done, so by this way, other games will also become popular just like cricket.

              Member 3 : Mr. Rajendra, our Prime Minister is promoting “Make In India” everywhere nowadays and on the other hand, he also tries to bring FDI in India. So, don’t you think that FDI will harm our “Make In India” initiative ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : No Sir, I beg to differ with you in this regard. I think that FDI will boost “Make In India” initiative. If FDI comes to India, then it will establish manufacturing units in India, that will generate more employment, boost our GDP, fulfil our capital requirement and most importantly the clause of 30% compulsory purchasing from local MSME will also boost our small industries. So overall, I think that FDI will promote our Make In India initiative.

               

              Member 3 : Recently, our inflation rate has come down sharply, so what do you think about its reasons ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : Sir, I think there are multiple factors that bring the inflation down. First of all, global crude oil price cut that makes petrol-diesel cheaper in India so manufacturing cost comes down. That also reduces our CAD which in turn also helps in reducing inflation. Our RBI’s recent steps also help in reducing inflation. Global economic slowdown help to reduce our inflation as well.

              Member 3 : You have recently mentioned about Myanmar and Bangladesh, so which Indian States border these countries ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : Sir, for Myanmar from north to south direction, first Arunachal Pradesh, then Nagaland, then Manipur and in the south Mizoram.

              For Bangladesh on the west side— West Bengal in the north, Gorkhaland of West Bengal, Assam and Meghalaya on the east side, Tripura & Assam and on the south-east side Mizoram.

              Member 3 : OK (Chairperson directed other member to ask questions. I think he was very hungry ….)

              Member 4 : Why farmers across India are committing suicide P

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai : Sir, medium and small farmers are committing suicide who had been trapped into debt cycle. Nowadays in agriculture, input cost becomes higher and remuneration becomes lower in addition to global warming’s harmful effects on agriculture. Big farmers grab government subsidies and other advantage, so small to medium-sized farmers have to suffer so they are caught into debt cycle and are finally committing suicide. •>

              Member 4 : Why Gujarat is showing approx. 10% growth in agriculture sector while India’s growth in agriculture is hard to reach 4% only ?

              Patel R. Mahendrabhai: Sir, Gujarat is semi-arid region and mostly rain-fed agriculture had been practised earlier, for few years. Narmada Project had increased State irrigation area that raised single-crop cultivation to 2 to 3 crops’ cultivation per year. In addition to that, better seeds, fertilisers’ availability enhance productivity. The State government’s efforts like soil-health card initiative, krishi-rath, etc. make the State’s farmers aware of agriculture details. So I think since last decade, Gujarat has reached 10% growth in agriculture sector.

              Chairperson :              Thank you

              Mr. Rajendra Patel, your Interview is over here. You may leave now. (Seems satisfied with my answers.)
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                When Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi in a specially organised function on January 16, 2016 unveiled the Start-up India programme of his government and announced a series of tax holidays, dedicated funds and other incentives for start-up companies in India, the atmosphere at the venue of Vigyan Bhavan, the Government’s convention centre in New Delhi, was quite different from any routine government functions. Reporting the event next morning, one of the newspapers even went to the extent of equating it with a rock concert, and wrote: “On the day, the venue could have easily been mistaken for a rock concert venue; except that unlike a few hours of raw energy that one experiences in a high-octane gig, this event sustained the energy for almost 12 hours.”

                Way to New India

                Hundreds of start-up founders, investors and aspiring entrepreneurs from all over the country reached the venue early in the morning itself, braving the morning chill the capital city is known for, in January. Despite stringent security checks and long queues, the crowd was undeterred. When they went in and stayed put, the 1,300-capacity auditorium was jam-packed with mostly young faces reflecting great energy and enthusiasm. They had come to become a part of what promised to be a landmark day for start-ups. Never before had the Government rolled out an initiative like this to engage with entrepreneurs on this scale. The slogans plastered all over the place summed up the spirit behind start-ups and deservedly grabbed attention.

                While some posters proclaimed “Way to New India”, others pronounced:

                
                  “Seed Today,

                  Tree Tomorrow”,

                  “Disrupters Wanted” and “Creating Creators-”.

                

                The speakers’ podium had a meaningful play of words to boast: “We Unobstacle”. A galaxy of tech executives from 22-year-old founder of Oyo Rooms to the Chairman and CEO of the SoftBank to the CEO of Uber, all were gathered under one roof.

                Inspiring Young Minds

                On the other hand, more than a dozen policy-makers, including Central Government officers, at least nine of them of Secretary rank, particularly from the Ministries and Departments related to economy, finance, company and business affairs, were present there to address each and every query raised by young and wannabe entrepreneurs and assure them that here was a government which believes in creating a favourable atmosphere for doing business in India, instead of creating hurdles in the path of innovative and disruptive ideas. Moreover, the programme was being telecast live to 350 districts and top universities. The purpose of the whole exercise was to give a spur to entrepreneurship and innovation and related business activities in the country, make people, particularly youngsters, aware of changing face of businesses today, create new job opportunities in various fields, make it easy for young entrepreneurs to innovate and do business and at the same time, inspire millions of young minds who will soon come out of universities and other institutes of higher education to become job-givers instead of seeking jobs for themselves.

                19-point Action Plan

                In the evening, PM Mr. Modi took the podium to unveil an elaborate action plan to help boost the start-up eco-system. The 19-point action plan was announced with the promise that the Government would only play the role of a facilitator and do its best to unburden entrepreneurs with complicated compliance requirements. Accordingly, he announced a threeryear income tax holiday for start-up companies incorporated between April’ 2016 and March 2019 and a self-certification-based compliance regime in which they will be allowed to self-certify the compliance of 9 labour and environment laws through a Start-up mobile app for the first three years without any inspection. He also announced creation of a~Rs.l0,000-crore corpus for startups that will of course not invest directly into start-ups, but will participate in SEBI- registered venture funds. In addition, a Rs. 2,500-crore Credit Guarantee Fund will also be created to help flow of venture debt from banking system to the startup companies.

                Mobile App to Register The Government will soon make available a mobile app which will have a small application form to be filled easily to register a start-up within a single day and will also facilitate interaction with Government and regulatory agencies for all business needs and information exchange among various stakeholders. And what requires for a company to qualify as a start-up? To begin with, any entity which has been around for less than five years and has a turnover of less than Rs. 25 crore qualifies to be defined as a start-up, provided it is working towards innovation, deployment or commercialisation of new products, process or services that are driven by technology or intellectual property.

                Million Problems : Billions Minds

                Mr. Modi’s words addressing the gathering echoed the spirit behind the entire exercise. “Many people think that everything happens only when the Government does something. But the fact is that so much will happen if the Government does not do anything. We have done a lot for the last 70 years and see where we have reached. You all have been invited here to let us know what not to do. Once we decide not to do anything, these young entrepreneurs will take our nation to places in 10 years’ span of time,” he said. Many one-liners laced in his 45-minute speech were equally inspiring to his youthful audience: “There are ways to close doors to new ideas, we want to open them”; “Failures shouldn’t stop you forever, one who runs away from water cannot learn to swim”; “We have a million problems, but at the same time, we have over a billion minds”; “We are lacking in IP (intellectual property), but we have a lot of YP (youth property) and we have to bring both of them on a single plane”; “When I was listening to Ritesh (Aggarwal), the founder of Oyo Rooms, I wondered why a ‘chaiwala’ did not think of starting a hotel chain”; “Our youngsters will have to change their thinking; they must become job-givers instead of job¬seekers” and “In order to change the world for better, we have to have ideas”.

                More Than Jobs

                There is absolutely no doubt that India needs to create extraordinarily big number of jobs to take full advantage of its demographic dividends. And for this very purpose, the Indeed, there cannot be a better partner for India’s development than the country that was the first non-western society to modernise and emerge as a world power, spearheading Asia’s industrial and technology advances since the 19th century.

                Japan’s heavy-manufacturing base and India’s services-led growth—as well as their contrasting age structures—make their economies complementary, opening the path to generating strong synergies. India’s human capital and Japan’s financial and technological power can be a good match to help drive India’s infrastructure development and great- power aspirations, and catalyse Japan’s revival as a world power.

                Japan and India, as energy-poor countries heavily reliant on oil imports from the unstable Persian Gulf region, are seriously concerned over mercantilist efforts to assert control over energy supplies and the transport routes for them. So the maintenance of a peaceful and lawful maritime domain, including unimpeded freedom of navigation, is critical to their security and economic well¬being.

                India—the world’s largest arms importer that desperately needs to develop an indigenous arms-production capability—is forging closer defence ties with Japan, including co-developing weapon systems and working together on missile defence.

                Going ahead

                First andforemost, the India-Japan Global and Strategic Partnership, which hitherto was largely confined to Japanese assistance in infrastructure projects in India, is now set for a push in the political aspects of the bilateral relationship with security and strategic overtones. This has been institutionalised by a mechanism of regular consultations between the two sides’ national security advisors.

                Secondly, the two countries also reaffirmed their commitment to cooperate in the rare earths sector and shared “the strong resolution” that the commencement of commercial production of rare earths by Indian and Japanese enterprises should take place at the earliest. India and Japan also agreed on paving way for civil nuclear agreement giving boost to India’s ambitious nuclear powerjarogramme.

                Thirdly, the two countries decided to put a deeper emphasis on military-to- military exchanges, joint exercises and prepared an ambitious road map in this regard. Consequently, Indian Navy (IN) and the Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force (JMSDF) are engaged in regular bilateral exercises.

                Fourthly, the two countries are in the process of finalising defence deals. India’s navy is also reportedly interested in Japanese patrol vessels and electronic warfare equipment. The deal is significant for a variety of reasons. On the surface, it is another indicator of burgeoning cooperation between India and Japan on security matters. The deal is doubly significant in the context of India’s relations with Japan, because once India clinches the deal, it will become the first country to purchase defence equipment from Japan since the latter’s self-imposed ban on defence exports began in 1967.

                Fifthly, in the regional context, India has invited Japan to participate in infrastructure development programmes of the country’s northeast States, an area where China is sensitive to even Indian actions given its contested territorial claims in the State of Arunachal Pradesh. India is hoping that a new economic and transport corridor involving India, Bangladesh, Myanmar and possibly even Thailand would take shape in the future.

                Sixthly, on the recent Chinese policy of declaring an Air Defence Identification Zone (ADIZ), the two countries jointly underscored the importance of freedom of overflight and civil aviation safety in accordance with the recognised principles of international law and the relevant standards and recommended practices of the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO). With this, India has finally sided with Japan at the expense of China on the ADIZ controversy.

                Recent agreements post-Shinzo Abe’s visit to India in December, ,2015

                The biggest surprise was a breakthrough on a nuclear cooperation agreement under negotiation since 2010. A breakthrough was seen on nuclear energy cooperation that paves the way for companies such as Westinghouse Electric Co. and General Electric Co. to sell equipment to India.

                The deals are bringing India, whicf formally avoids security alliances, further into the US military orbit. Japan woulc join India and the US as a regular member in the biannual Malabar nava. exercises to “help create stronger capabilities to deal with maritime challenges in the Indo-Pacific region,’ the two leaders said in a joint statement. Next year, India and Japan will hold a second round of trilateral diplomatic talks with Australia, another US ally.

                Both signed pacts to share classified intelligence and paved the way for a long-pending deal to export japan’s US-2 amphibious aircraft to India.

                Japan agreed to help finance infrastructure projects in India, including roads in its northeastern States, one of which is the disputed area of Arunachal Pradesh. In recent months, India has pushed ahead with plans to build a $6-billion highway and populate the remote region it has neglected since fighting a war over it with China five decades ago.

                A $15-billion deal for Japan to help build India’s first high-speed rail link and $12.4 billion in Japanese financing and export insurance to spur investment in India were also finalised.

                CONCLUSION

                Indo-Japan relations have gone from strength to strength in recent years. In fact, Japan is the only country in India’s foreign policy outreach in the past one decade with which India’s relations have constandy been on an upswing.

                India has been speciallv chosen for an imperial visit to signal Japan’s commitment to forge closer ties. Japan is already doing more for India than any other economic partner of this country: it is the largest source of aid, and is playing a key role in helping India to improve its poor infrastructure.

                India’s relations with japan have begun to take the flavour of India’s relations with Russia and the US where the two sides are cooperating on virtually everything under the sun—defence, energy, nuclear, trade, investment, science and technology, infrastructure, health, people-to-people contacts, railways, cyber security and tourism, apart from political and strategic issues.

                These are just one sign of a shift from emphasising shared values to seeking to protect common interests. This camaraderie is poised for growth and acceleration in near future.
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              Here is some information related to Bengal’s treditional food , which is based on the question asked in UPSC and IAS exams . This article is published after analyzing the interview question of toppers of UPSC and Civil services and IAS exams .

              IT’S said the way to a Bengali’s heart is through the stomach. Kolkata, the bustling metropolis also happens to be one of the country’s best destination for street food-lovers.

              Food vendors are everywhere serving every¬thing from famous Bengali snacks to full meals of rice and curry.

              Surrounded by the constant stream of honk¬ing, foot traffic, and hawkers, there’s nothing better than biting into a tasty snack and wash¬ing it down with a clay cup of chai or chaa.

              Savouring Kolkata street food has to be one of the best things to do in Kolkata!

              

              Jhal Muri

              Jhal Muri is one of the most famous and om-nipresent Bengali street snacks represented in Kolkata. Nearly everywhere you look, you’ll find avendor selling jhal muri.

              It consists of puffed rice (like rice krispies), fried dal, peanuts, random crunchy things, fresh chopped onions, a few bits of fresh tomatoes, coriander, a handful of masala seasonings, and a light drizzle of mustard oil to top things off.

              The ingredients are all added to a metal can and stirred up so the mustard is fragrant throughout the mixture. It’s eaten like a bag of chips, almost always from a newspaper bag.

               

               

              Pani Puri (Puchka or Golgappa)

              Though known in different names throughout the country by different names, this is one of the most iconic and beloved Indian street food snacks. It begins with a puri, a hoi- «, |

              low round chip, that’s filled with spiced s potatoes, and dunked into tamarind water before being served and eaten in a single bite.

              Pani puri is an explosion of crunchy spice and flavor with a burst of watery goodness.

              Ghuoni

              Generally made from yellow peas (also known as yellow split peas), this Kolkata street food is a favourite among all cut¬ting across the age-framer.

              The smouldering hot peas are added to a small leaf bowl, mixed with tomatoes

              served with a wooden spoon, and known locally as ghugnichaat.

              

              Bhel Puri

              Especially famous in Mumbai, this is the Kolkata version of the famous Indian chaat (snack). Little crunchy curls (that almost taste

              like uncooked ramen noodles), boiled potatoes, puffed rice (like in jhal muri), red onions, and coriander form the base of bhel puri. The dry and fresh ingredients are then dressed and mixed with tangy tamarind and spicy dressing. It’s tangy, sour, sweet and spicy, crunchy and fresh… in every bite.

              Batata Puri—Bengali style Popular throughout India, this Kolkata version of papri chaat\s a little different in that it doesn’t incorporate nurd (yoghurt) like North Indian variations like in Delhi street food. It be¬gins with little deep fried fritters which are like chips that are laid out flat and covered in spiced potatoes, and a bunch of chutneys and sauces. It’s like nachos, Indian style.

              Veg Chow

              Until you arrive in Kolkata, you won’t be able to understand how Chinese and Tibetian food influ¬enced street food of the city. Veg chow (short for vegetable chowmein), as it’s commonly known in Kolkata, is stir fried noodles mixed with a few sprigs of veggies. The noodles are scorched on high heat in Indian style woks so they are smokey flavoured, and a bit on the greasy side. A plate of veg chow is

              salty, and danger-ously tasty. Freshly cut Fruit

              Fruit is cheap and widely available throughout India. These plates of pre¬cut fruit in Kolkata are a little fresh fruit salad. Momos (Fried and Steamed)

              Momos, the ubiquitous dumplings in Tibet and Nepal, are

              also commonly consumed Kolkata.

              There are two versions, the steamed version, and the fried version. Veg is very com¬mon, but you can also find chicken, and even pork if you visit the Chinese- inhabited Ter- reti market in the morning.

              Kati Roll (Kathi Roll)

              One of the most famous contribu¬tions of Kolkata to the world of In¬dian street food is the ‘Kati RoH’.JJls essentially a paratha that’s stuffed

              with a choice of filling and wrapped into a handheld treat —like a burrito.

              Chicken or mutton kebab meat, and eggs, are the common fillings, but paneer is also an op¬tion. As for Kolkata street food, when you’re craving something greasy and tasty, a kati roll is sure to please. Badsha & Nizam’s are credited with introducing the original kati roll in the city. Light Meal

              Light meal options are also popular on the streets of Kolkata. One of the favourite light meals or snacks is aloo-gobi vegetable curry paired with freshly made chapatis that are roasted straight over the fire. Served with a wedge of red onion, chutney, and fresh chillies, this is a fantastic light meal.

              Full Meal

              But snacks alone cannot fully satisfy, especially when one is really hun-

              gry… and luckily Kolkata street food supplies some seriously tasty full meal options as well.

              Both James Hickey Sarani (formerly known as Dacker’s Lane), Dalhousie Square and Camac Street are favourite streets for lunch. Rice and a variety of curries on top is a normal filling meal that also tastes wonderful.

              Ice Cream Cone

              Though it can’t be included in the list of street food, but we have to include it as it’s the cheap¬est ice cream available on the Earth. For just f 7 you can get a single scoop cone!

              Mango Lassi

              A lassi is one of the creamiest versions of a milk¬shake. This mango lassi tastes like mango puree combined with yoghurt and blended into a per¬fect concoction. Atthe end, a few nuts and slices of cheese are tossed on top to complete a bever¬age that has to be one of the best things to con¬sume in all of Kolkata.

              Chaa in a clay cup Along with the delicious list of Kolkata street food, you’ll need a beverage to wash it all down, and it is, chaa as tea is fondly called in Bengal In Kolkata, they use clay cups to serve nearly every cup of chaa. So, while any visitor will have a truly memorable time visiting the attractions in Kolkata, but as a food lover, there is noth¬ing as memorable as the Kolkata street food. Not only are snacks and meals widely sold are tasty & fresh, the vendors are very courteous and excited to serve their customers.
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 COVER STORY of CHINA – ECONOMICS

               

               

              GLOBAL IMPACT

               

              As an UPSC civil services aspirants you may know the economic condition of different different countries its is very important forIAS aspirants also .

              The slowdown has significant ramifications, both for China and the region. For Beijing, the fate of an ambitious reforms agenda unveiled by President Xi Jinping at the Party’s Third Plenum in 2013—from reforming and curtailing the power of bloated state-owned enterprises to giving a greater play to the market and opening up key sectors for private participation—remains in the balance after the market turmoil. “The reform agendas are ambitious and therefore much harder to imple¬ment for a variety of reasons,” says Li Wei. “Coordination of the reforms is a daunting task. Strong resistance from interest groups does not help either. A more uncertain global econ¬omy and geopolitical environment are also distractions.”

              For India and the region, the slowdown in China suggests the start of a painful transition where economies have to recalibrate their dependence on Chinese growth. The results,

              economists say, are a mixed picture: falling oil prices could help—crude oil is down from around $100 a barrel at I the start of 2014 to under $40, largely I because of China’s slowdown—but the overcapacity in China’s steel industry, which has kept prices high, could be painful for Indian steel producers.

              Gold prices fell to a five-and-a-half year low in July to less than $1,100 per ounce, down from close to $1,340 a year ago, but have since rebound- I ‘d slightly following China’s move to devalue the yuan.

              “There is a realisation that China is not going to be growing the way it was,” says Chris Solarz, MD of US hedge fund floodwater, who closely fol¬lows Asian markets. “For the past 20 years, China became the major glob¬al market for most industrial com¬modities, buying more than half of all margin demand in a number of com¬modities. These commodities were used for building the country’s infra¬structure but much went into stockpile as well. This sell-off in Chinese equi¬ties and slowdown in Chinese growth I J can very well lead to a liquidation of these stockpilings, which has already occurred over the past few months. ”

              The biggest challenge now for China, says Xu Bin of CEIBS, is to nurture new sources of economic growth this news was on the top in the UPSC.

              For China and the rest of the world, that means a bumpy road lies ahead.

              on August 25, there wasn’t a single mention of the market meltdown in the People’s Daily, prompting ridicule from Chinese social media users.

              F or Li—and millions of other Chinese— the stock market was a logical choice. A slowdown in the real estate sec¬tor and unattractive state-controlled interest rates meant that there were few other options. And when party mouthpieces gave the market their vote of confidence, there was a wide¬spread consensus that this would cer¬tainly be a safe bet—surely the state wouldn’t allow otherwise.“There were reports saying there would be 200 per cent growth. Investors were rarely warned about market risk,” says Li. As tens of thousands rushed to buy shares, the government-backed bull run almost became self-fulfilling, driving up the Shanghai market from under 3,000 points in December to a high of 5,166 by June 12. Following the crash, the market is now back to where it was before the run began.

              “The market did go crazy in some way that economics doesn’t explain. It didn’t run according to common sense. Usually, an annual growth rate for an entity isn’t likely to go beyond 30 per cent. Here, everything was growing at 100 percent in a year,” she adds. For the Communist Party, social stability is its biggest concern. More than seeing listed companies lose market value, it is the sight of angry investors venting at brokerages in Shanghai and Beijing

              that is the bigger concern—investors, from retirees to college graduates, who took the government at its word when it talked up the market and put their savings in stocks, only to see a crash wiping out their wealth.

              DEVALUATION DILEMMA

              

              A similar concern prompted China’s second surprise intervention on August 11, when the People’s Bank of China, the central bank, moved to devalue the yuan currency by 2 percent—the biggest drop since 1994. The timing of the move led to the per¬ception in some quarters that the slow¬down was indeed worse than Beijing had let on, and that the government was concerned enough to move to support its exporters. Beijing, howev¬er, argues that the yuan is overvalued and the new peg would only bring it closer to a market-determined rate.

              This intervention, says Li Wei, the economics professor at the Cheung Kong school, was more justified. “The Chinese central bank has been pushing for more market determination for years. It got its wish granted this time because economic conditions are different today. After the yuan has appreciated significantly, nominally and more so in real terms since 2005, it is very likely overvalued today. I believe that most analysts over-interpreted China’s currency move.”

              At the same time, Beijing’s

              devaluation is certainly also aimed at assuaging concerns of exporters after a foreign trade has collapsed in the past few months. In July, exports were down by 8.3 percent. The deval¬uation “gives some breathing room” for export firms, says Xu Bin, profes¬sor of finance at the China Europe International Business School (CEIBS) in Shanghai.

              SLOWING GROWTH

              A snapshot of what is at stake as China slows is on display in Guian, a sprawl¬ing new city that is being built among the rice fields and green hills of west¬ern Guizhou province. In February, the Chinese government gave the green fight to build a $ 10-billion high- tech zone that would be the centre of innovation for all of the western China.

              The Guian New Area project flagged off by no less than Premier Li Keqiang in February, is a key pillar of Beijing’s larger plan to transform the economy and avoid a prolonged slow-down or “hard landing” for the slowing economy. There is no doubt among Beijing’s planners that the state invest¬ment-driven, the export-led model that propelled China’s growth over the past two decades is nearing the end of its shelf fife. Investment-driven growth is becoming less and less productive and has left a burgeoning debt prob¬lem among local governments
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              (PMI)—according to a survey by the Chinese financial magazine Caixin—falling to 47.1, indicating the biggest contraction since 2008.

              “The economy is in the process of bottom¬ing out,” says He Fan, the chief economist at Caixin’s insight group.

              As an UPSC civil services aspirants you may know the economic condition of different different countries its is very important for IAS aspirants also .

              THE GOVERNMENT HAS ASKED CHINESE CITIZENS “TO BE PATRIOTIC” BUY STOCKS AND SUPPORT THE ECONOMY.

              The government this year slashed its GDP growth target to 7 percent—unthink¬able during the previous decade of double-digit growth and the lowest figure since 1990. Even reaching this target appears an increasingly diffi¬cult struggle. China has grown 7 percent in the first two-quarters, but the consensus among most international economists is that actual growth is two or three percentage points lower.

              PANIC IN THE PARTY

              These figures have appeared to prompt some degree of alarm, triggering unexpected interventions by Beijing’s economic planners that analysts say suggest an unusual degree of panic. To begin with, Beijing attempt¬ed to prop up the falling stock market

              with a series of measures that included banning sales of shares by entities owning more than 5 percent of any stock, ordering state-run firms to buy sev¬eral billion dollars worth of stock, and even launch¬ing criminal inves¬tigations into short-sellers and jailing some traders. The China Securities Regulatory Commission says it is now investigating 52 cases of “illegal stock holdings reduction”. The government has also launched an all-out propa¬ganda push through the Communist Party’s mouthpieces, telling Chinese citizens “to be patriotic”, buy stocks and support the economy. Yet even the party’s please, for once, have fallen on deaf ears. Traders have continued to dump stocks, leading to the “Black Monday” of August 24.

              

              “The crash of the Chinese stock market is very costly to the credibil¬ity of the Chinese government,” says Li Wei, a professor of economics at the Cheung Kong Graduate School of Business in Beijing. “It was a bad

              move for the Chinese government to talk up the stock market from late last year, even worse to cheer it on when the index rose sharply. The policy missteps are very costly for the Chinese economy.”

               

              ANGER ON THE STREETS

              As much as Beijing has been pillo¬ried for its market intervention, its actions are understandable consid¬ering the fate of millions of investors. China’s stock market is unique in that institutional investors, who dominate markets in developed countries, are a minority in Shanghai. As much as 85 per cent of investors in Shanghai have account balances less than 100,000 RMB (around Rs 10 lakh). And, accord¬ing to available data, 94 percent of them do not have a college degree.

              

              The impact of the Shanghai melt-down has consequently been felt most by individual Chinese investors; by first-time investors such as Li Lingmin, who recently graduated from Beijing Normal University and bought her first stocks in March at a time when the bull run was being played up daily on the front pages of official newspa¬pers such as the People’s Daily and on evening news broadcasts. However, real estate projects. Chen Yan, who heads the Guian plan, says the idea is to build an entire software industrial chain. He estimates the value of output to reach $15 billion in the next two years. The Chinese government has already got the backing of its telecom behemoths —China Mobile and China Unicom—and tech giants—Alibaba and Xiaomi—to back the plan.

              Yet today, the fate of mega-projects such as Guian is increasingly uncer¬tain on account of rising strains in the banking sector. On a recent visit, there were few signs of activity at construction sites, while sprawling buildings allocated for tech companies still appear unfilled. Local officials acknowledged privately there were concerns on whether the grand 70-bil- lion yuan budget was indeed feasible. “I believe the big concern of the government is the pace of slowdown, rather than the slowdown itself,” says economist Xu of CEIBS.

              On August 21, the China Banking Regulatory Commission issued guidelines “encouraging banking institutions” to lend to major projects that “support national strategies” to respond to concerns that funds were drying up. Beijing has limited tools at its disposal to kick-start growth, unlike in 2008 when it unleashed a $586-bil- lion stimulus. “With local govern¬ment debts still running high, Beijing will need to turn more attention to

              market-oriented measures,” says Li Wei. “And this is not a bad thing. Even though market-oriented mea¬sures such as tax cuts and further liberalization will take longer to have their stimulus effects felt, they have the additional benefits of increasing productivity and efficiency of the Chinese economy.”
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